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When a Muslim Dreams of a Missionary

	Author
	






	Bethany DuVal

	Date published
	


	Oct 7, 2021


			With crushing debt, a dying mother and a looming prison sentence, Murad was in desperate need of a miracle. Then, he dreamed of a missionary.
		Read more 
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Marketplace Ministry: A Light for Leaders

	Author
	




	Russ Swaim

	Date published
	


	Nov 15, 2017


			LeaderImpact shares this story of how a simple conversation became an opportunity to lead someone to Jesus.
		Read more 
Mission Resource
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How to Chart the Steps to Faith

	Author
	




	Carl Kresge

	Date published
	


	Jun 26, 2018


			Though some missionaries serve in support roles ... every missionary can be developing relationships with unbelievers.
		Read more 
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5 ways to pray together as a family

	Author
	




	Dan Swires-Hennessy

	Date published
	


	Apr 12, 2022


			Prayer is one of the best ways to help your family thrive and to see each other grow in relationship with God together
		Read more 
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Grief over the Children

	Author
	





	John Hall

	Date published
	


	Jun 8, 2021


			Grief over the 215 Children found buried at the Kamloops Indian Residential School
		Read more 
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Keep Calm: It's Ordinary (Time) Rush

	Author
	




	Claudia Rossetto

	Date published
	


	Jul 9, 2019


			Discipleship is challenging in Western urban societies where relationships tend to be cordial, but distant and weak.
		Read more 
Mission Resource
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Lausanne Movement: connecting influencers and ideas for global mission

	Author
	




	John Hall

	Date published
	


	Sep 4, 2018


			Learn about the Lausanne Movement's mission, and dive into the their extensive resources.
		Read more 
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10 important ways church planting can help women

	Author
	




	Mark Leighton

	Date published
	


	Jun 7, 2022


			When we think of missions, church planting may be the first thing that comes to mind. Yet it is often not thought of as ministry to women.
		Read more 
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